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Abstract
In a recent article, Gorik Ooms has drawn attention to the normative underpinnings of the politics of
Abstract global health. We claim that Ooms is indirectly submitting to a liberal conception of politics by framing
the politics of global health as a question of individual morality. Drawing on the theoretical works of
Establishment of hospital accreditation programs is increasingly growing across numerous developing nations.
Chantal Mouffe, we introduce a conflictual concept of the political as an alternative to Ooms’ conception.
Such initiatives aim to improve quality of care. However, such establishments, mainly incentivized by successful
Using controversies surrounding medical treatment of AIDS patients in developing countries as a case we
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owns most of Iran’s hospitals and strict audits would decrease
hospitals’ revenue that would be a huge financial burden
on the government. Consequently, the MoHME’s role as
both accreditation agent and owner of hospitals results in
easygoing policies through auditing public hospitals.16 The
consequences would be even worse regarding that various
basic standards of hospital had been neglected when they
were licensed.17 Therefore, the government’s compulsory
auditing policy would not work due to basic shortcomings in
hospitals and conflict of interest for the government.
The second difference between Iran’s hospital accreditation
program and the USA’s was its level of standards. Contrary
to most accreditation programs,18 the Iranian accreditation
standards were not and could be optimum or even at a high
level.15 Therefore, what is audited through the accreditation
would be a long list of standards including a mix of basic ones
and probably some advanced. Indeed, the audited standards
would be diluted in favor of low and basic ones and should be
run every year because there is no other effective controlling
device over hospitals’ standards. The long list of requirements,
which includes 37 domains with more than 1000 measures,12
forces hospitals staff to carry out heaps of paperwork annually,
not once in three-four years, and leads to their frustration.14
Another mismatch in our comparison between the USA’s
hospital accreditation program and Iran’s relates to the
funding considerations. Owing to that hospital accreditation
is a mandatory program in Iran, the governments cannot
charge hospitals for application, which otherwise would seem
irrational. Therefore, all expenses of running the accreditation
are covered by the public budget. The volume of expenses is
highly enormous considering that all hospitals, about 900,
should be audited at least once a year. Hence the sustainability
of such programs will be questionable.19 Therefore, owing to
the high costs of running the accreditation program and its
time consuming process, the MoHME would have less or no
budget and time for development and revision plans over the
program. As a result, the audited standards are usually out of
date or invalid.14
Strategic Faults
Considering the above mentioned situations, one may suggest
that some developing nations, have made a strategic fault in the
establishment of hospital accreditation plans. In Pakistan, for
example, the accreditation standards could not fit all hospitals
because some were poor even in basic requirements.20 In
Lebanon, also some shortcomings like staffing and lack of
quality improvement culture in some hospitals were reported
as challenges of establishment of accreditation programs
which should be solved before the establishment.21 In Iran
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Certification

as well, the accreditation programs can work well as quality
improvement driver if basic standards and requirements are
passed in hospitals beforehand. Otherwise, the accreditation
program should include lots of basic domains and indicators
which will be frustrating.15,22 The basic standards and
requirements, such as building and structure measures, can
be checked by authorities once at first. In the United States,
the Department of Health and Center for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (CMS) have rigid regulations for licensing
hospitals at their establishment point and monitor the basic
regulations and standards annually.23 Therefore, hospitals
start working only when they are truly licensed. Among the
licensed hospitals, those seeking reputation and larger share
of the market, should work on the advanced quality measures
defined by a third party non-governmental agency such as the
Joint Commission (TJC). Indeed what saves developed nations’
hospitals from basic shortcomings are not accreditation
programs, but the initial licenses granted to hospitals by the
governments through the Ministry/Department of Health or
other public authorities. The accreditation programs across
them usually ensure continuous improvement of quality.
In the current situation, what probably will work for
developing nations such as Iran, for improvement of hospitals,
can be a model demonstrated in the Figure. First the nations
need a strong institute that its technical job is licensing. Such
institution should not let the hospitals become established
with very severe shortcomings, nonstandard setting and
spaces for instance, that are impossible or really difficult to
change later. Many hospitals in Iran are located in busy and
heavy-traffic avenues that make accessing them very difficult
even in emergencies. Some hospital also are licensed when
they have no sufficient space for their beds. Nevertheless,
these hospitals are accredited, while cannot solve their basic
problems.
The next step after establishment of a rigid licensing
mechanism, can be establishment of certification mechanisms.
The certification mechanisms would be voluntary audits
which focus on one or a few aspects of volunteer hospitals’
performance. Examples of such certificates may include
“patient safety friendly” or “baby friendly” certificates for
hospitals apply and follow the necessary standards. The
certificate can improve hospitals’ reputation and fame so
increase their share of the market among their rivals. This
kind of initiatives can make healthcare organizations and their
culture mature enough for the establishment of accreditation
and continuous quality improvement programs.24 Hence, a
gradual process for establishment of accreditation programs
in Iran or developing nations may follow the steps shown in
the Figure.

Hospitals try
reach some
benchmarks at
specific
performance
areas

Accreditation

Hospitals try to
reach the best
benchmarks at
all aspects of
performance

Figure. Suggested Steps for the Establishment of Accreditation Programs for Healthcare Organizations in Developing Countries.
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Conclusion
Accreditation systems in the majority of developing countries,
although might have positive impacts on quality of care,25,26
are possibly established without considering all necessary
arrangements. Strict rules for licensing the newly established
hospitals and useful benchmarks for certification plans are
among neglected necessary arrangements. Such accreditation
programs, not only have no revenue for the accreditation
agents, eg, the government in Iran, still impose a great
burden of cost on developing countries.27 The dysfunctional
consequences may even question the trade-off between
the benefits and harms of the accreditation programs.14
Indeed policy-makers in developing nations should regard
establishment of accreditation systems carefully and as
“beginners,”28 after establishment of necessary infrastructures
for healthcare organizations.
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